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The concept of inherency is an important issue in

contemporary academic debatq. The requirement than an affirm-

ative team present an inherent need (or Anherent advantages)

ha.s become nearly universal. Inherency has been disdussed

with respect to such issues as presumption; repairs and topicality.

The way inherency is argued affects theN4eveq.oyment of many ,

plan att ;cks. The problem of inherency has also contributed

to the development of many of the new affirmative strategies,

as well as t¢ the development of new affirmative cases.
I

clearly, inh rency is an issue that warrants serious study.

.
Despite the

attention pAid to the raylonale behind the concept. Often, both

mportance of inherency, there has been little

theorists and practitioners of debatemerely assume that a ease,

must be inherent, and never explain why this is so. 'Textbooks,

for example, rarely provide an'explanation for why' inherency

should be an important issue. Pruett observed: -

IP

In examining the concept of inherency, it is surprising

that authors of debate text-g-spend so little time discussing

the meaning of the term,. Most trebt inherency' as a major

issue without describing what it entails or `to explain

what a person must do to make it a functional argument.2

Mr Ulrich is an Assistant Instructor in the department of
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The failure to justify Inherency extends beyond the

textbooks on debate and into the debate rounds themselves.

Participants in debate assume that inherency is an issue that

must be won by the affirmative, but never justify this assumption.

The formulatioh of a precise justification for inherency is

rarely made in.debate rounds. 'Jones and Flegle point outs

We have not adequately discussed and debated the
underlying theories, rationales, etc. within our
own system. This becomes an acute problem when teams
differ greatly on the assumptions incorporated into
!their positions without discussing the valuqs (or
impact) of their assumptions in the debate.'

- The result of both of these trends is that inherency, or at

leastythe justification for inherency has been sadly neglected

by the debate community. As Zarefsky,argueds

If the past few Years are any indication,,inherency
gill become amoung the most neglected theoretical
concepts, and there will be adverse consequenpes for
the rationality of the argumentative process.

This- paper will attempt to partially fill this void by reviewing

the literature on inherency, and critically discussing the

various justifications that have been advanced for why

inherency should be an issue in debate. Six justifications

have been offered for inherency* the need to identify the

" cause of the problem; the need to overcome presumption; the

need to demonstrate that the problem isolated Aof a peripanent

nature; the need to locate the link between the advantage and,

the topical poAfons of the affirmative\plan; the nee to

balance the affirmative plan's advantages against the advantages,

of other policy systems; and the psychological effect of

. inherency.
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CAUSALITY

.1*

One purpose ot14.ere.cy is to demonstrate that the cause

of the problem the affirmative isolates (or the advantages

they claim) is accurately described. This dimention of

inherency is sometimes separated from inherency and discussed

as an independent'concept.5 The prOponents'of this position
. _

su est that only be demonstrating that the cause of a problem

.:i inked to the present system can the affirmative team

guarantee that its plan'will\solve the problet. As Zarefsky'

argues

. . . if one were to\ehange the policy only to find

that he had not mitigated the reasons gor the problem7, .

his labor would not only go for naught but might also

risk the introduction of pRoblems and. complications

not previously envisioned.'

The implications of this justification of inhereney is that ,

an affirmative team can meet this burden of inherency in any

one bf several ways, as longas the affirmative plan doed n

have the "Ate problem as the scurrent system.. The emphasis

this type of inherency judtiftc-at1-6--o should be on the ae;lvency

of the affirmative plan. ,Doyle argues: "I'll go along with''

any concept of-inherency 'if you can show me how your case

Tavoids thesair,pi tr- aT a. "7 / 1
/ .:), e .

There have been two major attacks on;thist j.ust, ufication /

-----,,,:,

for inherency. The first attack arguea)hate/in a world of

multipaecauses, it' is almost impba/sib e to' demonstrate that ,

the only cause for a problem is th structure that the affirmative

alters. To require the atSkTmative't prove that ory one

structure is the\eause of the problem places an unseasonable

burden affi native: 4

4
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there is no justification for indicting the

affirmative for failure to completely disprove the
possibility of multiple causes. It is virtually
impossIble to show that faults could be corrected

and/or advantages. gamed if and,.only if the present

system is abolished.'

Brock, Chesebro, Cragan and Klumpp suggest that one of the

results of the multi - causality of probleMs has been a shift,

in the meaning of inherency:

In a world of multi- and feedback causation where
traditional inherency can be difficult, if not

impossible, to establish, the focus of inherency has

shifted from conditions to policy. Today one asks

if the characteristics of present circumstances are
such that present policies cannot madi'fy th'm adequately.9"'

The implication of this concept is that the use of inherency

as being regaired to demonstrate,causality !Is not as strong

now as it was formerly. ' I

The second indictment of the causality .justification

for inherency is that it is not always necessary to isolate

the cause -a problem ,in order` to solve the problem. 'marshl°

) e--- gives the example of hay fever, where medical soientedoes

not have to know the cause of the illness to eliminate the

symptoms. Newmann gives the example of foreign aidv We

may not know why a program faifls, or why it creates animosity;

as long as we know that by eliminating the program,, certain

benefits come about; no/isolation of the causes 'must be shown.

Kruger argues,, howev r, that the risks tosolving a problem

without knowing_ e cause are great:

Failure to get at the rootsause in order to eliminate

'an undesirable effect is generally unsatisfactory for

two reasons: 1. treatment of an intermediate cause.

, . is usually temporary; in the case, of the bad

tooth, the receptor'is only temporarily immobilize

by the drug; thu the effect Ipain) recurs inter tt-

ently; 2. damag isstill being done by the. cause. 12

4
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By allowing the real cause to continue unchecked, the end,

result may be an even greater, harm thap the harm that was

first noticed by the affirmative. The essence of the proponents

, of this justification for inherency is that a case must locate

the cause of a problem before the specific method of attacking

the problem should be chosen.

PRESUMPTION

The second justification for inherency suggests that there

is=a presumption in favor of the current system, and if a problem

0,.can be solvedwith existing programs, .those programs should be .,
it 1

used, rather than creating new programs. The concept of presumption '

goes back to BichardVhately. In 1828, he suggested that:

There is a presumption in favour of every existing .

institution. . . . the "burden of prodf" lies with
him who proposes an alteration; simply, on the ground
that since change is-not a good in itself, be who
demands a change should show cause-for

The concept,of'presumption was used as early as 1917 by debate

tieoreticiaas, 14 ens many writers suggested that the negative

may just l6ft4 existing Institutions' due to the 'presumption

I
belongs to the present system:

/ There is the position which saps, 'yes, there are
some things wrong with the status quo, but they*
not call,for a basic change, they can be repaied by
these minor change t This is a very realistic
ppsiticin, and capitalizes on the presumption: most
people admit that the world is not perfect and could
stand'a'few changes, even though it is basically sound. l`'

Inllerenpy would -require the' affirmative team to-demonstrate

.that the problem they isolate cannot be solved ,with the existing

structures. This is probably the most, prevalent view of

Inherency 'amoung Practitioners of advocacy.

6.
1
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There are some who disagree with the placihg-of presumption:.

with the present system. .Marsh.argues thts

Since, presumptions areleferential rather than factual,

= since they,are rbitrary rather than demonstrable.,

such con;usiots should be debated and not merely

assumed.47°

Zarefsky suggests that the concept of presumption.is needed to

determine who initiates, the controversy, to set oUt the

'II

responsibilities of the advocates, and to settle a tie.
17 He

argues that the prebumption in a- riouper'should not be in' favor

o

of the present.syStem, but-rather should be the res9autiono.-:

as is the caSe in testing a hypothesis. Tie presumption, for

the present system, according to Zarefsky, is arbitrary, and

there is much evidence to suggest that there is an equal, if not

. greater presumption in favor of change. 18. VieWing debate as

the testing of a hypothesis -(and 'thus placing presumption as

being against-the.resolution) _would allow-for a mare rational

placement of presumption.19

Kruger argues, however,.that there are legitimate' reasons

for presumption to'be with the present systems I

The-first circumstance which favors the retention of
the status quo is the status quo's degree,of. effectiveness.

The second circumstance which favors'the
retention of the status quo is that major changes entail

consequences Which the advocate of cilange,,or! the

affirmative, canienly speculate. bout or preOct,

whereas' consequences under the status quo are known or

:verifiable.
/

The preaumption lies with the known, as opposed.to the uhknow

Unger takes a third course, by suE-P:esting that presumption lies

with the system that entails the least risk 'of the unknowb,-.11e.,

the system that we know the most about. This could -be, either

the current system or the plan of the affirmative; depending

I'
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uponthe specifics of eash.
21 The common denominator of all

of these theories is that the,negative can alter current programs

and,- if the alteration produces the affirmative advantage, win

the debate. Before the affirmative can overcome presAmption,

the affirmativemust demonstrate that its case is inherent. The'

key tb'this justification of inherency is that the negative team.

is given leeway in what it can adyocate, while still mainaining

presumption.

PERMANEKE

The third justification fOr inherency is permanence. This

school ,of inherency argues tha inherency is needed to demonstrate

that tie .problem the affirmative isolates,islikely to continue

in the futUre. InherenbY "explains why the S.Q:5tatus qt107

cannot solve -the problem tomorrow. "22 Only be demonstrating.

an inherent need can the affirmative prove a continuing advantages

. the affirmdtive must show that the present

system is beset with various inherent evils . .*.

It must be shown that thealleged evils are inherent

within the present system, not temporary,, not cidenta1.3

'An inherent condition, then, is one that is likely to-continue

in tht future.
.

T e j:ustificatiOn of permanence-is most often raised in
. -

the discussion of aititudlnal-inherency.-ludges often require '

an affirmative team that, suggests that attitudes are the cause'

of a problem ttidemonstrate that the attitudes will be permanent.

Hannah requires show'"the attitude's are" not

likely to change.
.24 Mil er accepts attitudinal inherency if

"the affirm4ive.demonstrates probability and a rationale for

'continued maintenance of attitudes,
,25 and Gilchrist suggestsfA'

tio
8
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Attitudinal inherency should hwire some structural.

'basis which leads,to the conclusion that the attitude

is inherent; likely .to persistp.and resistant to.

Change. The ability of industries to withhold inform-.

atipp and influence decisions of regqatorpagencig
is an example of a structural basis for attitudes."

This schoolof thought would argue that only if a problem is

likely to persist over a long period of time should the

structure be altered. Inherency helps establish the. permanence

of the problem.
A

TO IC LITY,

Most jUdges require that the advantage Of any affirmative

case coMes.rom the resolution,'not,from non - topical planks

of the affirmative plan:
.

7
. . .

a,comparative advantage case meets all:the,.
requirements of inherency by- showing all its

$advantages flow from the elimination ,of the present

system, not from extraneous factors.27,
.

.

According to proponents of his theory ,of, inhprency, inherency
, .
. . .

,
. . .

allows the debaters to isolate:those(parts Of the 'plan that are

unique to the resolution and those parts of the plan that are

non-topical, and to determine-Which section of the plan. creates

the advantag0

What lere ired for a determination of 'inherency'
1$ to deci e what is the essence of the present

system, d wheiher that essence mat be changed to'

achiev- he goals of the pQnposal."' .

For example, if the only barrier facing current programs Is that:

they are not adequately funded, then the affirmative advantage

comes from increased funding,' not the resolution. Aga-in, if the

advantage comes from the pe3,gqnnal infthe affirmative plan, then

4 7

it "i's arguable that the advantage would flow from a non-iresolutional

portion of the pIari, and thus would be extra-topical, bondmanv

9
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offers an exception to this last example: if the affirmative

can systematically insure better personnel, then the advantage

would not. be extrstOpical, since it would cote frOM the

structure that selects personhel, not the personnel per se.
29

.Inherency thus involves "Whether the failure of the policy is

related to the rtioular phase of the status quO which the

debate resolu,tion . oposes.to change."3° The topicality justifibation'

of inherency stresses which' Part of the plan produces the advantage.

BALANCING

The fifth j.ustification for`inherency is the balancing

justification.. This position is held, to one degree or another,

by most judges who View themselves as:policy makers.: This

view -free8 debate as the weighing of. two or more competing

`.'ystems. I erency attacks are used to.minimizesthe ffirmative
- ,

`"-advantag The negatpe team would argue that, if t irm-
.

ative advantage-can be gained through a.superior,alginate

policy, that phoi9D-.should be made. The empha on us tng

minOr repairs of the present system to create's desirable
e<'`

alternative to the affirmative 'Plan:

The negative may argue alternatively that repairs of
the present system or a counterpl-an of some farm will,

gain the advantages of the affirmative policy option
with additional advantages (or without the gfccobpahying .

isadvantages). The negative may hot clearly and"
completely outline.a policy option embodied it) their

inherencyjuniqueneis arguments but modificatiOns

of the present system are introduced and defended,

in the" negative .position /nd7 compose the policy-optiont31

The emphasis of this justification is the comparison between
q

the.negative position and the affirmative plan.' rnherency is

10
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0
A

___.. ...

.
.

seen as a method'of altering
current programs in a non-resplutional --)

mannerin order to,create a policy.thatis superior to the

affirmative plan. ,Inherency.flbws from thp.aoMparison of
.

the two systems.

PSYCHOLOGICAL TO9L

Reflecting writhe wide range of views on inherency,

as well as, he failure Of many authors to give any rationale

for the concept, the sixth view of inherency suggests that

the concept of inherency has developed 1into an abstract term

that has little relevance outside the debate world. Sanders
a

* 4

observeS that,, "in many'eases;,,if you accepted the negatiVe

interpretation Of inherency, it wouj.d be impossible for the

affirmati to win a de at "32 This school argAtes-that inherency

ecome so. vague nd ambiguous that itemain value is,its

ambiiUitys.

In such a.situation, the-term 'Wherenosi! evokes

iswe. As the chasm betweela the term and "the multiple

Meanings it suggests has widened, the audience has begun

".to fqcus not on the tests of reasoning suggested by the

wOrd, but rather on the'term itself. Suppose that la

1
negative speaker pleads that the affirmative 'hasn't 0

.shown an inheient need.' Since the ,erm is ambiguous,

2 the forte of th'a charge depends less on arguments and

more on the inVocation of the ritual term, ingrency.

.The word itself_develops argumentatiVe value.:

.

effect.of thisvisithat inherency tends to simplify the

4

arguments fsed in a round. The-use.of'inherency in any

given round may have little relationship to the logical basis

for the argument3
4 Debate becqmps a-game, and one of the

rules of the game-is, that inherency must be established,

whether or not there is a logical reason for that requirement.

A

C
A

I 1
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This view of.inherency views this trend as being an
.

A ' OP

..,,

undesirdble one. When dobatgrs are unaware of the ra'tional'e,

.
. .

.

. .

for inherency, however, it is inevitable. Only when judges

force debaters to go beyond the mere mentioning of the word

"inherency" and require that they also present the reasons

why the Spec,i.fic case being debated must be inherent in.terms

of causality, presumption, permanenQe, topicality, on

balancing will this final use of inherericy be eliminated.

1.2
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